
DISPLAY CABINETS

Premier



The PREMIER range provides a superb way for displaying
your products. The showcases of the PREMIER collection are
solid and long lasting: they are constructed and produced for
professional use in retail, office, corporate, and public
environments.
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The PREMIER collection has been created to give prominence and light to your
products and to furnish in an elegant and personal way, for use in retail shops,
stands and show-room settings.
Our standard showcases are available with a base, lighting canopy and cabinet
section in the following finishes; light grey, wenge or black.
It is possible to personalize each model for larger quantity orders.
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PREMIER
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The colours shown here are just an example, because of printing reasons final finish may vary

Standard Colours

Cherry-wood Silver Wengè

art. 1/AV 
Halogen spot light to light up each single shelf 

art. PA
Anti-dust profiles.

art. SA/2
Lock for double door

art. SC
Rack lock for sliding doors

art. FA
Door stopper

art. CR/92 - CR/140 - CR/180
Slide-system for adjustable shelves

art. SA
Lock for single door

art. CE
Hinge

art. SS
Pin lock on guide for sliding doors
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Example of standard colours

PREMIER



art. 190/F - (cm 40 x 27 x 60h) art. 190/B - (cm 71 x 35 x 50h) art. 200/F - (cm 78 x 25 x 55h)
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SHOWCASES

PREMIER



art. 201/Q - (cm 31 x 31 x 74h) art. 201/RQ - (cm 31 x 31 x 74h) Electric rotating shelves art. 221/E - (cm Ø 36 x 74h) art. 221/ER - (cm Ø 36 x 74h) Electric rotating shelves
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COUNTER TOP SHOWCASES

Art. RR Adjustable shelf holder for 
revolving pole 

Art. RL Shelf holder PREMIER



art. 162/M - (cm 50 x 46 x 90h)

Structure made of MDF in three standard colours:
silver, wengè and cherry. For larger Quantities we
can manufacture it in different colours or laquering.
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H.90
COUNTER / SHOWCASES

Example of composition with models 162/M and 20/AS

PREMIER



It is possible to configure all of our PREMIER counters to create different shapes and set ups.
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H.90
COUNTER / SHOWCASES

art. 162/MG - (cm 88 x 46 x 90h) Example of configuration with models 162/MG and 20/AC

PREMIER



Example of counter with parts 50/B + 50/TOP + 50/MC + 50/C
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H.90
COUNTER / SHOWCASES

art. 50/TOP Glazed glass top

Art. 50/MC Short shelf

Art. 50/C Drawers

Art. 50/ML Long shelf

art. 50/B - (cm 100 x 46 x 90h)

PREMIER
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art. 20/AC - (cm 73 x 46 x 90h)
art. 20/AS - (cm 93 x 46 x 90h)

art. 180/ES - (cm 53 x 46 x 180h) art. 130/CC - (cm 73 x 46 x 180h)
art. 130/CS - (cm 93 x 46 x 180h)

H.180
SHOWCASES
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Glass’ thickness: Doors and rear glasses mm 5
Shelves mm 6
Side and upper glasses mm 8

PREMIER



art. 181/ES - (cm 53 x 46 x 188h) Example of art. 131/CC with mirror back glass (art. 68/SP) and side lighting (art. 4/AV - 2 sides)
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H.188
SHOWCASES

art. 131/CC - (cm 73 x 46 x 188h)
art. 131/CS - (cm 93 x 46 x 188h)

Art. 35/FA Halogen spot light 35w



art. 131/CA - (cm 73 x 46 x 188h)
art. 131/SA - (cm 93 x 46 x 188h)

Detail of the clothes hanger bar
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H.188
SHOWCASES

Art. RU Castor -80 Kg. capacity

Art. 2/AP 2-way angular (flat) 
fixing bracket

Art. 2/AN 2-way angular
fixing bracket

Art. 3/AN 3-way angular 
fixing bracket
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Examples of bespoke showcases

A

B code: 171/R

C code: 131/BL

D code: 191

E code: 121

F code: 101

PREMIER



POD DISPLAY SYSTEMS
Print on Demand Limited
Lower Farm, High Street, Irchester, Northants NN29 7AB.

t. 01933 411159 – f. 01933 411906 – e.info@podweb.co.uk

www.pod-retail-display-systems.co.uk   www.displaycabinets.uk.com


